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Abstract The vast majority of measures have, at their core, a purpose of personal and

social change. If test developers and users want measures to have personal and social

consequences and impact, then it is critical to consider the consequences and side effects of

measurement in the validation process itself. The consequential basis of test interpretation

and use, as introduced in Messick’s (Educational measurement, Macmillan, New York,

pp. 13–103, 1989) progressive matrix model of unified validity theory, has been misun-

derstood by many measurement experts, test developers, researchers, and practitioners. The

purposes of this paper were to (a) review Messick’s unified view of validity and clarify his

consequential basis of test interpretation and use, (b) discuss the kinds of questions evoked

by value implications and social consequences and their role in construct validity and score

meaning, (c) present a reframing of Messick’s model and a new model of unified validity

and validation, (d) bring the concept of multilevel measures under the same validation

umbrella as individual differences measures, and (e) offer some thoughts and directions for

more explicit consideration of value implications, intended social consequences, and

unintended side effects of legitimate test interpretation and use. This paper has implica-

tions for the interpretation, use, and validation of both individual differences and multilevel

measures in education, psychology, and health contexts.

Keywords Consequential validity � Early development instrument � Educational

achievement � Psychological assessment � Testing � Multilevel measures �
Social consequences � Test interpretation � Validity � Value implications � Values

It is rare that anyone measures for the sheer delight one experiences from the act

itself. Instead, all measurement is, in essence, something you do so that you can use

the outcomes… (Zumbo 2009, p. 66)
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As Zumbo’s quotation above highlights, the vast majority of measures have, at their

core, a purpose of personal and social change. Ultimately, measures used in research,

testing, assessment, and evaluation have implications, or are used, for ranking, interven-

tion, feedback, decision-making, or policy purposes. Explicit recognition of this fact brings

the often-ignored and sometimes maligned concept of consequences out of the shadows. If

you want measures to have personal and social consequences and impact, then you must

evaluate the intended consequences and unintended side effects of measurement when

validating the inferences and uses made from tests and measures.

According to Messick (1989), validity is ‘‘an integrated evaluative judgment of the

degree to which empirical evidence and theoretical rationales support the adequacy and

appropriateness of interpretations and actions based on test scores or other modes of

assessment’’ (p. 13). Messick’s unified model of validity has been endorsed by the Stan-
dards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA, APA, and NCME 1999) and the

consequences of testing were identified in the Standards as one of five sources of validity

evidence. While many test developers and test users strive to provide and examine Mes-

sick’s evidential basis for test interpretation and use, these same groups tend to fall short

when it comes to explicitly thinking and writing about the consequential basis of test

interpretation and use. For example, a review of the 2005 Mental Measurements Yearbook
(a leading resource that provides evaluative summaries of validity evidence for hundreds of

published instruments) found that validity evidence reported in the literature has been

gathered using outmoded frameworks and that some sources of validity evidence

(including consequences) were essentially ignored (Cizek et al. 2008). Whereas Cizek et al.

concluded from this that test developers and users reject consequences as evidence in

validity research, we argue instead that most do not know about, do not understand, or have

misinterpreted Messick’s characterization of consequences.

Our goals in this paper are to (a) review and clarify Messick’s unified view of validity

and consequential basis of test interpretation and use, (b) discuss the kinds of questions

evoked by value implications and social consequences and their role in construct validity

and score meaning, (c) present a reframing of Messick’s model and a new unified model of

validity and validation, (d) introduce the concept of multilevel measures (as seen with the

Early Development Instrument (EDI), some educational achievement tests, or health and

social indicators) with an eye towards bringing them under the same validation umbrella as

individual differences measures as this will allow us to recognize the commonality of

validation practice while identifying subtle areas of distinction, and (e) offer some thoughts

and directions for more explicit consideration of value implications, social consequences,

and side effects of legitimate test interpretation and use with both individual differences

and multilevel measures in education, psychology, and health contexts.

1 Unified Validity Theory

There are several points about unified validity theory, as presented in the 1999 Standards
and described in whole or part by others (e.g., Anastasi 1986; Cronbach 1971; Hubley and

Zumbo 1996; Kane 2006; Loevinger 1957; Messick 1989; Zumbo 2007) that are worth

highlighting. Validity is about the inferences, interpretations, actions, or decisions that are

based on a test score and not the test itself. It refers to the degree to which all of the

accumulated evidence supports the intended interpretation of test scores for the proposed

purpose. Moreover, validity is about whether the inference one makes is appropriate,

meaningful, and useful given the individual or sample with which one is dealing and the
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context in which the test user and individual/sample are working. That is, one cannot

separate validity from the sample from which, or the context in which, the information was

obtained (Zumbo 2009).

Under the unified view, validity is all about the construct and hence the meaning of

scores. The process of validation involves presenting evidence and a compelling argument

to support the intended inference and to show that alternative or competing inferences are

not more viable. One refers to types of validity evidence rather than distinct types of

validity. Furthermore, evidence is intended to inform an overall judgement; therefore

validation is not meant to be just a piecemeal activity. Messick (2000) identified six

distinguishable aspects of construct validity evidence: content, substantive processes, score

structure, generalizability, external relationships, and consequences of testing. He and

others (e.g., Hubley and Zumbo 1996; Zumbo 2007, 2009) have argued strenuously that

validity cannot rely solely on any one of these complementary forms of evidence in

isolation from the others. Another key element of construct validation has to do with

construct underrepresentation and construct-irrelevant variance. Construct underrepresen-

tation occurs when the measure fails to include important dimensions of the construct

whereas construct-irrelevant variance means that variance due to other distinct constructs,

variance due to the method used, and unreliable or error variance are also present. In fact,

construct underrepresentation and construct-irrelevant variance are always present to some

extent; the goal is to minimize their presence.

Finally, validation is an ongoing process. The unified model provides us with a regu-

lative ideal that gives us something to strive for and governs our validation practice

(Zumbo 2009). But, as Messick (1989, p. 13) points out, ‘‘Because evidence is always

incomplete, validation is essentially a matter of making the most reasonable case to guide

both current use of the test and current research to advance understanding of what test

scores mean.’’ Thus, we can think of this process as being similar to the idea of repairing a

ship while at sea (Zumbo 2009). It is also important to recognize that the validity of our

inferences may change over time. Unified validity theory recognizes that values and cul-

tural or societal norms change. This can affect theory and/or how we view or operation-

alize constructs. Language also changes over time and affects the meaning,

comprehension, or relevance of test items. In fact, measurement, theory, and research all

affect one another. The end result is that we must continually validate the inferences we

make.

Messick (1989) developed a model, referred to as the progressive matrix of validity, that

emphasizes what one needs to consider when validating inferences from our measures

(both in terms of interpretation of scores and then use of scores; see Table 1). He organized

Table 1 Messick’s progressive matrix of validity facets

Function

Inferences from &
interpretation of a test

Use of or decisions made using a test

Basis for
justification

Evidential
basis

Construct validity Construct validity ? relevance and
utility

Consequential
basis

Construct validity ? value
implications

Construct validity ? relevance and
utility ? value implications ? social
consequences
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his matrix in terms of function (i.e., interpretation vs. use) and the basis for justifying

validity (i.e., evidential basis vs. consequential basis).

2 Evidential Basis for Test Inferences and Use

It is important to remember that Messick (1989, 2000) argued that construct validity is the

whole of validity because validity is about the meaning of the scores. What is the construct

represented by the scores obtained on a measure? Construct validity evidence (e.g., con-

tent-related evidence, score structure, external relationships) is placed within a nomolog-

ical network and provides the evidential basis for the interpretation of scores. In line with

Zumbo (2009), we use the expression ‘nomological network’ to suggest a contextualized

and pragmatic framework. Like Messick (1998), we envision this network as a funda-

mental aspect of the science of measurement that provides a ‘‘framework for deriving

empirically testable consequences of construct theory and a foil for framing plausible rival

hypotheses to challenge construct meaning’’ (p. 40). Importantly, Messick (1998, 2000)

also considered the intended and unintended consequences of testing to be part of the

evidential basis for the interpretation of scores when that information contributes to our

understanding of score meaning.

To provide evidence to support the use of test scores and to make decisions based on

those scores, one also needs evidence of the ‘relevance and utility’ of the test score

inferences and actions. That is, you need to take into account the particular sample with

whom, and the context in which, you are working when deciding if there is adequate

construct validity evidence to support the inferences made from a measure. What you are

asking is whether the inferences made will be relevant to this group and useful for the

intended purpose or use of the test.

3 Consequential Basis of Test Inferences and Use

The aspect of the matrix that perhaps most reflects Messick’s thinking and yet is very often

misunderstood is the consequential basis for interpretation and use. The consequential

basis is not about poor test practice. Rather, the consequences of testing refer to the

unanticipated or unintended consequences of legitimate test interpretation and use

(Messick 1998). There are two aspects to the consequential basis of testing: value impli-

cations and social consequences.

3.1 Value Implications

Value implications challenge us to reflect upon (a) the personal or social values suggested

by our interest in the construct and the name/label selected to represent that construct,

(b) the personal or social values reflected by the theory underlying the construct and its

measurement, and (c) the values reflected by the broader social ideologies that impacted

the development of the identified theory (Messick 1980, 1989). There are evaluative

overtones to any construct label or name of a measure. Messick (1980) points to phrasing

such as ‘flexibility versus rigidity’ as opposed to ‘confusion versus control’ as an example.

Consider the difference between using a test name such as the ‘Early Development

Instrument’ versus the ‘School Readiness Inventory’ versus ‘Developmental Immaturity

Scales’. The point is not whether one uses a positively worded or negatively worded label
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or name, but that the label or name one chooses might cause researchers to investigate the

construct differently or practitioners to view the measure and its use differently. In naming

a construct or measure, it is important to strive for consistency among its theoretical

importance, empirical evidence of its meaning, and relevant value implications and con-

notations (Messick 1980).

Hubley and Zumbo (1996) used a depression measure for older adults as an example to

stimulate discussion of value implications. The kinds of value implication questions that

one might ask with such a measure include: what values are reflected by (a) an interest in

identifying and measuring negative symptomatology, (b) terming this constellation of

symptoms ‘depression’, (c) focusing specifically on older adults, (d) using a deficit model

or values of normality/abnormality to frame the construct, (e) using a cognitive-behav-

ioural theory to guide the content and item development, (f) using theories of aging to

guide scale content and format, and (g) use of a self-report format to elicit this informa-

tion? It is important to reflect upon and understand the values that underlie our constructs,

measures, and measurement because they impact the meaning of the test scores, the rel-

evance and utility of inferences made with different samples, contexts, and time periods,

and the consequences of test use. Recall that value implications are relevant to both test

interpretation and use. Values often are the impetus for test score use and decisions and,

thus, value implications related to a test may emerge or become clearer when it is used in a

particular social context (cf. Linn 1997; Messick 1995).

There is an important feedback loop between theory and research that was identified by

Hubley and Zumbo (1996). For example, it is common to hear that more women are

depressed than men. This statement is based on research results using our existing measures

of depression. In turn, when evaluating measures of depression (e.g., using a known-groups

validation method), one would expect to see a greater proportion of women to be depressed

than men or the measure will not be seen to be sensitive to a known gender difference. But

note that there is a circular process here in that findings based on our measures help shape

theory while theory and research help shape our evaluation of measures. If there is bias

among the items on existing depression measures, then that bias also contaminates our

theories (and vice versa). In addition, theory and research findings contribute to shaping

our values. We need to be more cognizant of and question how our values may shape our

theories, the development and evaluation of our measures, and our interpretations of

research findings. Likewise, our research findings, measures, and approaches to measure-

ment shape our theories, discourse, and ultimately our value systems.

3.2 Social Consequences

Social consequences refer to consequences for society stemming from the use of a mea-

sure. Knowing the care with which Messick selected terminology and with which he wrote,

we have often wondered why he consistently chose the adjective ‘‘social’’ as opposed to

simply the term ‘‘consequences’’ without any modifier. A common dictionary definition of

the word ‘social’ references human society and hence social consequences implies societal

consequences and the welfare of human beings as members of society. We can only

speculate that he was drawing a distinction between society and the individual, and shining

a light upon the former. Although some writers have argued that social consequences have

no place in validity, their argument tends to be based on a misconception that social

consequences are about test use and, in particular, test misuse (cf. Brennan 2006; Mehrens

1997; Popham 1997). First, the focus is on consequences, not use. Second, Messick (1998)

did not view test misuse or illegitimate test use to be part of his consequences of testing.
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Indeed, although they might be important concerns, he saw the consequences of test misuse
as irrelevant to the nomological network and score meaning and thus outside of construct

validity and the validation process.

Social consequences of legitimate test use can be positive or negative and both are

important in terms of validity. While the test developer and test user are often more

concerned about unanticipated negative or adverse effects resulting from test use, we argue

that one also needs to consider positive effects when considering validity and score

meaning. Again, our focus, from a validity standpoint, is about effects that are traceable to

sources of invalidity such as construct underrepresentation and construct-irrelevant vari-

ance. Because these consequences contribute to the soundness of score meaning, they are

an integral part of construct validity and the validation process (Messick 1989, 2000).

Let’s go back to the example of a depression measure for older adults. If the measure is

being used legitimately to screen for or describe depression levels in the general com-

munity, one needs to consider the intended and unintended social consequences of finding

very small or very large numbers of depressed elderly. We need to consider how such

findings might impact, for example, theories about depression and mental health, theories

about aging, the presence or funding of community mental health programs, physicians’

diagnoses of older patients’ reported symptoms, and/or group health plan coverage and

rates. Furthermore, we must consider how these impacts affect score meaning and use.

Remember too that construct validity, relevance and utility, value implications, and

social consequences all work together and impact one another in test interpretation and use.

If the measure is to be used, for example, with a different cultural group (e.g., Aboriginal

peoples, immigrant groups) than the original test development sample, we must ask (a) if

the meaning of the scores is the same with this group, (b) if the scores are relevant and

useful for this group given our purpose and context, (c) about the role and impact of values

in this case, and (d) about the social consequences stemming from this particular test use

(cf. Messick 2000; Willingham 2002; Willingham and Cole 1997). It is essential to con-

sider whether a newly studied cultural group conceives of or values the construct in the

same way as the original group upon which the construct or measure was developed.

Again, this is a question about the degree to which the obtained scores reflect construct

underrepresentation and/or construct-irrelevant variance. Messick (1989) identified the test

user as being in the best position to evaluate the meaning of scores obtained in a given

context and to determine the extent to which the intended meaning of those scores may

have been eroded by contaminating influences within that context.

Not all social consequences are due to sources of invalidity. For example, if a negative

social consequence (such as financially penalizing schools for children’s poor test per-

formance) is the result of test misuse due to external political beliefs or policies (such as

the 2001 ‘No Child Left Behind Act’ in the US), then such a consequence is outside the

realm of validity. It is important for test developers and users to be cognizant of the

relationship between score meaning and social consequences. If social consequences occur

that are traceable to construct underrepresentation and/or construct-irrelevant variance,

then the construct and/or measure need to be modified to incorporate these findings; if they

are not, then they are not part of validity (Messick 1998).

4 Reframing Messick’s Progressive Matrix: A New Model of Validity and Validation

The value of Messick’s (1989) progressive matrix was that it built upon the state of affairs

in validity theory throughout the 1960s–1990s and highlighted the consequential basis as
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an understudied and underappreciated element of validation work. There have been

numerous discussions about the role of value implications and, most notably, consequences

in validity as a result of the model presented in the progressive matrix. This was, we

suspect, partly Messick’s intention in presenting the matrix. However, a negative outcome

of the matrix is that the consequential basis appears to be given equal weighting to the

evidential basis. This has, in part, contributed to misunderstandings about the meaning and

intention of the consequential basis as well as protests about the burden involved in dealing

with it. In fact, much of Messick’s later work (e.g., Messick 1995, 2000) was spent

clarifying his points and correcting misunderstandings about value implications and social

consequences. We argue that Messick’s matrix could be greatly simplified and conse-

quences placed more appropriately and simply as part of the evidential basis for test

interpretation and use. Table 2 depicts our reframing of Messick’s matrix.

In this revised framework, the consequential basis is not set out as a seemingly separate

entity from the evidential basis and its placement also better reflects Cronbach’s (1988,

p. 4) view that ‘‘the argument must link concepts, evidence, social and personal conse-

quences, and values’’. The risk in this reframing of Messick’s (1989) matrix is that test

developers and users will feel less pressure to consider the value implications and social

consequences inherent in their work. We hope, however, that this reframing makes its

clearer that value implications and social consequences are inherent to score meaning and

are not part of a new or separate ‘consequential validity’ (cf. Messick 1995). Our reframing

of the matrix is purposefully depicted using a similar format to Messick’s progressive

matrix. This allows readers to easily compare and contrast the two frameworks and makes

it more apparent that only utility separates the facets of validity relevant to test score

interpretation versus use.

Even revised, we find Messick’s (1989) matrix to be unsatisfying. Figure 1 shows our

re-envisioning of a contemporary unified validity and validation framework, paying greater

attention to the role of theory and values at each step, types of evidence included in

construct validation, and the role of intended consequences and unintended side effects.

Our new framework is also consistent with Zumbo’s (2009) depiction of validity and

validation as an integrative cognitive judgment involving a form of contextualized and

pragmatic view of explanation.

Our new model of validity and validation highlights several key features. First, one can

envision that, based on a construct, one develops a test/measure to which one ascribes test

score meaning and inference. From test score meaning and inference emerge (a) intended

social and personal consequences, but also (b) unintended social and personal side effects

of legitimate test use. Unlike Messick, we argue there may be personal as well as social

impacts. In addition, we think it is helpful to use different terms to distinguish between

intended consequences and unintended side effects. Importantly, consequences and side

effects of legitimate test use may also influence test score meaning and inference, which

Table 2 Hubley and Zumbo’s reframing of Messick’s matrix

Function

Inferences from and interpretation of test
scores

Use of, or decisions made based on, test scores

Evidential
basis

Construct validity ? relevance ? value
implications ? social consequences

Construct validity ? relevance and
utility ? value implications ? social
consequences
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makes them relevant to the validation process. Test score meaning and inference are

effected and shaped by several forms of validity evidence, which are enclosed within the

large dashed circle and include but are not necessarily limited to: criterion-related, con-

vergent/discriminant, known groups, content, score structure, reliability, and general-

izability/invariance evidence as well as intended social and personal consequences and

unintended social and personal side effects. The centrality of the large dashed circle is

meant to signify that construct validity is at the core of this unified view of validity and

validation. It should be apparent that theory or theories influence the construct, the test/

measure, and construct validity evidence. The ‘theory/theories’ we are referring to include

the theory related to the construct, theories related to the sample and context, and psy-

chometric theory and models. Finally, we can see that the effect of values is pervasive

throughout the framework and related to theory/theories (broadly defined), the construct,

test/measure, and construct validity as well as validation choices and decisions.

5 Validation of Individual Differences Versus Multilevel Constructs and Measures

Often, validity and validation are discussed in the context of individual differences con-

structs in which the scores from tests/measures are interpreted and/or used at the individual

person level. However, there are many cases in education, psychology, and health in which

multilevel constructs and measures are employed. Indeed their use is growing in popularity

in everyday assessment and evaluation practice. Unfortunately, multilevel measures tend to

be discussed outside of the purview of construct validity. Our new framework of validity

and validation, however, applies equally well to test/measures based on either individual

differences or multilevel constructs.

construct test/measure
test score 
meaning and 
inference

intended social and 
personal consequences

unintended social and 
personal side effects

Theory / Theories

Values

ValuesValues

Values

Fig. 1 Hubley and Zumbo’s revised unified view of validity and validation
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Zumbo and Forer (2011, p. 1) define a multilevel construct as ‘‘a phenomenon that is

potentially differentially meaningful both in use and interpretation at the level of indi-

viduals and at one or more levels of aggregation.’’ It is critical to note that this definition

‘‘allows for measures that are used and scores [that] are reported only at the aggregate level

(e.g., NAEP and some international assessments such as TIMSS or PISA) as well as for

measures that are used and scores [that] are reported at both the individual and aggregate

levels (e.g., statewide educational assessments).’’

Aggregate level data are often used for policy, planning, intervention, and even funding

purposes. For example, in the educational field, aggregate data such as ‘pass/fail’ pro-

portions or proportions of students ‘meeting expectations’ from state-wide assessments

(e.g., state-wide Gr. 8 math exams) are used primarily for curriculum evaluation and

planning. In the mental health field, the Center for Epidemiological Studies—Depression

(CES-D) scale (Radloff 1977) was originally designed to measure and report community

level rates of depressive symptomatology. Finally, the Early Development Instrument

(EDI), the focus of this special issue, is a population-based measure of school readiness

that is completed for individual children by their teacher, but the scores are aggregated to,

and reported at, the school or neighbourhood/community level (Janus 2006).

It is important to remember the level at which the test scores are interpreted. When test

scores are interpreted at the individual level, construct validity evidence is obtained at the

individual level. When data from multilevel measures are reported, interpreted, and used at

a group level (e.g., at the level of school, neighbourhood, country), construct validity

evidence also needs to reflect this same group level of data (Zumbo and Forer 2011; Forer

and Zumbo 2011). As with all measures, it is important for an array of empirical evidence

to be compiled and a compelling argument put forward to support the intended infer-

ence(s) and to show that alternative or competing inferences are not more viable. Such

evidence might include (multilevel) reliability, content-related evidence, (multilevel)

factor structure, substantive processes, (multilevel) external relationships, articulation of

values (e.g., in theory, the construct, score meaning, and use), and both intended social and

personal consequences and unintended social and personal side effects of legitimate test

use on the meaning of test scores. Forer and Zumbo (2011) describe multilevel construct

validity and provide some conceptual and technical psychometric validity evidence for the

EDI. Linn (2008, 2009), Forer and Zumbo (2011), and Zumbo and Forer (2011) challenged

us to think about the potential errors in inference that can be made across levels of data—

that is, what Zumbo and Forer refer to as ecological or atomistic fallacies of measurement

data inferences. In fact, potential errors in inference across levels of data highlight that we

need to think about cross-level consequences and the eventual trickle-down of the high

stakes resulting from the use and reporting of multilevel assessment data. An example of

these high stakes results are discussed by Linn (2006, 2008) and Kane (2006) when

considering the consequences of test use in policy-making and program evaluation. Just

because data are gathered and reported at the aggregate level does not mean there are not

consequences or side effects at a personal level. When aggregate data are used to make

policy decisions or funding/resource allocations, there can still be direct and immediate

impacts on individuals.

Once an intended consequence or unintended side effect of legitimate test use has been

identified, one then needs to explore what that consequence or side effect might mean for

score meaning. For example, in the case of a state-wide math literacy (i.e., numeracy) test,

consider (a) a potential intended consequence of increased high school graduation rates in

the state and (b) a potential unintended side effect of increased rates of teachers teaching to

the test. How do each of the above social consequences and side effects of use affect the
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meaning of the state-level math literacy test scores, how ‘math literacy’ is conceptualized,

and theories about math literacy, math achievement, math pedagogy, and cognitive

development in children? Explicit consideration of social and personal consequences and

side effects might enlighten us with respect to whether personal (e.g., gender, ethnicity,

culture, language) and contextual factors (e.g., poverty, community support) are part of the

math literacy construct or external to it. As summed up by Shepard (1997), ‘‘consequences

are evaluated in terms of the intended construct meaning’’ (p. 8). When the social con-

sequences and side effects of using a math literacy measure are not congruent with our

societal values and goals regarding math literacy, and more broadly numeracy, such

insights in the validation process may be used to adjust constructs, theories, and aspects of

the measurement process until the desired congruence between values, purposes, and

consequences is accomplished. In addition to state-wide educational assessments, these

considerations apply to all national and international assessments in, for example, edu-

cation, health, social policy, and psychology/mental health.

6 Conclusion

In unified validity theory, validity is all about the construct and, hence, the meaning of

scores. What we validate are the inferences, interpretations, actions, or decisions that we

make based on a test score. Thus, validity is about the degree to which our inferences are

appropriate, meaningful, and useful given the individual or sample we are dealing with and

the context in which we are working. Validation is about presenting empirical evidence

and a compelling argument to support the intended inference and to show that alternative

or competing inferences are not more viable. In particular, we aim to identify the degree to

which construct underrepresentation and construct-irrelevant variance are problems. But,

as noted by Cronbach and Meehl (1955), ‘‘both the test and the theory are under scrutiny’’

(p. 296) and if research findings obtained from test scores and the theory disagree, then this

discrepancy needs to be resolved with either a new test, a new theory, or both because

validation work applies to both the test and the explanatory theory (Shepard 1997; Zumbo

2009). Because changes (e.g., in our empirical knowledge, theoretical understandings,

values, society) occur over time, the process of validation is an ongoing one.

Messick (1989) summarized his view of unified validity theory in a progressive matrix

of validity facets in which he identified four facets, distinguishing between the functions of

test interpretation and test use and between evidential and consequential bases for justi-

fying these functions. Messick’s goal may have been to highlight the importance of the

consequential basis of test interpretation (i.e., value implications) and use (i.e., social

consequences) in validity but, instead, the consequential basis generally has been sorely

misunderstood and criticized for being an untenable addition to unified validity that

unnecessarily burdens test developers and users.

Value implications were not a new addition to conceptions of validity; rather, Messick

(1995) strenuously argued that values are already inherent to score meaning and his

intention was to expose them to examination and debate. Everything we do—from our

development of a construct and measure to our use of tests to our interpretation of the

obtained scores to our validation approaches—reflects our values. Recall that validation is

an ongoing process in which one presents the most reasonable case about the meaning of

test scores based on what we know from research and test use at a given time and that the

validity of our inferences may change over time. We need to be more cognizant of how,

over time, (a) our values result in changes in language, interpretation, theory, use, and
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consequences, and (b) these changes may reinforce or challenge our values, and that

(c) both of these processes impact construct validity and the meaning of scores.

The concept that ‘consequences’ related to testing may contribute to validity is not a

new idea, but certainly Messick was the key player in highlighting the potential role of

social consequences in elucidating values and score meaning. The presentation of the

consequential basis of validity as separate from the evidential basis has led to two distinct

viewpoints among validity specialists. While everyone agrees that values and social

consequences are important, detractors would likely argue that including these facets in a

unified validity model is a case of construct irrelevant variance whereas supporters would

argue that removing these facets from a unified validity model is itself an example of

construct underrepresentation. Perhaps the greatest frustration for those who think that

social consequences play an important role in validity has been the continued mistaken

belief by many writers that social consequences are about test misuse rather than legitimate
test interpretation and use.

Another issue raised by detractors is that examining social consequences is too great a

burden. We do not think so. Examining how various consequences (and side effects) of

legitimate test interpretation and use impact construct validity and score meaning is cer-

tainly a challenge. But this is a task that is necessary if we are to fully understand the

constructs we are measuring. Moreover, we need to be more reflective, more thoughtful,

and more aware of how values, theory, practice, and consequences are linked. We offered a

reframing of Messick’s (1989) progressive matrix of validity that we think is less confusing

and places the consequential basis of validity in its proper place within a unified validity

model. We also presented our new framework of a unified view of validity and validation

that more clearly articulates social consequences as intended social and personal conse-

quences and unintended social and personal side effects as well as shows the placement

and role of theory/theories, values, consequences, and side effects in validity and valida-

tion. To be able to examine the values implicit in, and social and personal consequences

and side effects stemming from, legitimate test interpretation and use requires that test

developers and test users must be willing to think deeply about validity and not just be

automatons in the validation process. To truly move our understanding of the meaning of

test scores forward, we must be willing to do the work to examine what all of the available

validation evidence tells us.
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